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Conflict Update # 129 

July 23rd, 2022 

Conflict Assessment 

Key assessments 

Ukrainian forces are likely preparing to 

launch, or have already launched, a 

counteroffensive in Kherson Oblast. 

Head of the Chechen Republic Ramzan 

Kadyrov indicated that Colonel General Sergey 

Kuzovlev is the acting commander of the Southern 

Military District. 

Russian forces conducted limited 
reconnaissance operations east of Bakhmut and 

continued limited ground attacks northwest of 

Slovyansk, east of Siversk, and south of Bakhmut. 

The Kremlin continued to form regional 

volunteer battalions and likely intends to have 16 

such battalions formed by the end of July. 

Russian occupation authorities are 

continuing to prepare for referenda on the 

annexation of occupied areas into the Russian 

Federation and are taking measures to isolate 

occupied areas from the non-Russian information 

space. 

Subordinate Main Effort—Southern 

Kharkiv, Donetsk, Luhansk Oblasts - Russian 

forces conducted a limited ground assault 

northwest of Slovyansk and shelled settlements 

to the southeast and southwest of Izyum today. 

The Ukrainian General Staff (UGS) stated that Ukrainian troops neutralized a Russian reconnaissance group in 

Bohorodychne, about 20 km northwest of Slovyansk. Russian forces shelled Dibrovne, Krasnopillya, and Mazanivka, all 

northwest of Slovyansk along the Kharkiv-Donetsk Oblast border, as well as areas southwest of Izyum in the vicinity of 

Barvinkove. 

Russian forces today conducted ground attacks east of Siversk in an attempt to directly advance on the city. UGS reported 

that Russian troops tried and failed to advance in the directions of Verkhnokamyankse and Siversk. The language of this 

report suggests that Russian forces may be advancing closer to the outskirts of Siversk itself from positions in the east. 

Russian forces also continued air and artillery strikes to the north, south, and east of Siversk. 
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Russian forces conducted limited 

reconnaissance operations to the east of 

Bakhmut and continued unsuccessful 

ground attacks south of Bakhmut on July 

23. UGS reported that their forces stopped 

Russian reconnaissance groups from 

probing Ukrainian positions around 

Pokrovske (5 km east of Bakhmut) and 

Soledar (10 km northeast of Bakhmut) and 

that Russian forces continued 

unsuccessful attacks near the Vuhledar 

Power Plant in Novoluhanske, about 20 km 

southeast of Bakhmut. They also 

continued artillery and airstrikes on and 

around Bakhmut to continue to set 

conditions for advances directly on the 

city. 

Russian forces did not conduct any 

confirmed ground attacks in the Avdiivka 

area and continued to fire on Ukrainian 

positions along the Avdiivka-Donetsk City 

frontline.  

NASA FIRMS data from July 15-23 shows 

consistently fewer fires along the entire 

frontline in the Donbas, which strongly 

suggests that HIMARS are having a 

continued impact on Russian artillery 

capabilities. 

Supporting Effort #1—Kharkiv City - 

Russian forces did not conduct any ground 

assaults on the Kharkiv City Axis today.  

UGS reported that Russian forces 

continued to focus on restraining 

Ukrainian advances toward the international border, and conducted an airstrike on Verkhnii Saltiv and continued shelling 

Kharkiv City and the surrounding settlements. 

Supporting Effort #2—Southern Axis - Ukrainian forces earlier today struck a bridge over the Inhulets River less than 

10 km from Kherson City in Dariivka, Kherson Oblast. Footage shows six equidistant points of impact on the bridge and 

that passenger vehicles are able to cross the bridge but must evade the holes.  

Ukrainian Kherson Oblast Administration Adviser Serhiy Khlan stated that Ukrainian forces struck the Dariivka Bridge as 

part of a sustained operation to cut the supply lines of Russian forces in Kherson City. 

Russian forces conducted strikes on rear areas of the Southern Axis on July 23, likely to stymie Ukrainian preparations for 

a counteroffensive on this axis. Russian forces launched four Kalibr missiles at the port of Odesa, striking a pumping 

station and granary without significant damage.  
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Footage of the strike shows Ukrainian 

air defense intercepting at least two 

missiles. Kirovohrad Oblast Head 

Andriy Raikovych stated that Russian 

forces also struck the Kanatove 

military airfield and a Ukrzaliznytsia 

rail transport facility in Kirovohrad 

Oblast with eight sea-launched Kalibr 

missiles and five air-launched Kh-22 

missiles. Ukrainian Mykolaiv Oblast 

Head Vitaly Kim stated that Russian 

forces again struck Mykolaiv City with 

six S-300 anti-air missiles. 

Russian forces did not conduct any 

ground assaults on the Southern Axis 

on July 23 and continued shelling along 

the entire line of contact. 

Mobilization and Force 

Generation Efforts - The Kremlin is 

continuing efforts to form regionally-

based volunteer battalions. 

Spokesperson for Ukraine’s Main 

Intelligence Directorate (GUR) Vadym 

Skibitskyi gave an interview to Radio 

Free Europe Radio Liberty (RFERL) on 

July 23 wherein he indicated that the 

Kremlin is planning to form 16 new 

volunteer battalions by the end of this 

month.  

Skibitsky also noted that the Kremlin is 

forming another corps in Mulino, 

Nizhny Novgorod Oblast, which seemingly supports prior statements made by the former Kyiv defense force commander 

Oleksandr Pavlyuk that Russia is forming a 3rd Army Corps (the forces of the Donetsk and Luhansk People’s Republics 

currently form the 1st and 2nd Army Corps, respectively) with up to 15,000 servicemen in Mulino.  

Skibitksy stated that eight volunteer battalions have already been formed as of July 23. The Kremlin has not yet formed 

a volunteer battalion in St. Petersburg, the birthplace of Russian President Vladimir Putin. 

Authorities in Russia’s Tyumen Oblast additionally announced the formation of three volunteer units in Tyumen Oblast 

on July 22. Alexei Kulichkov, Tyumen’s Military Commissar, stated that the first company of the “Tobol” separate 

engineering battalion, comprised of over 50 people, has already deployed to unspecified training grounds and that 

Tyumen is also forming the “Taiga” volunteer sniper unit (echelon unspecified) and “Siberia” artillery battalion 

(”артиллерийский дивизион“) for deployment to Donbas after two or three weeks of training. Russian federal subjects 

are notably forming combat, combat support, and combat service support units, so not all 16 new battalions (or 85 if and 

when all federal subjects form units) will be combat battalions. 
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Activity in Russian-occupied Areas - 

Russian occupation officials continued to set 

conditions for referenda on the integration of 

occupied areas into the Russian Federation. 

Russian-backed head of Zaporizhia’s 

occupation administration Yevheny Balitsky 

stated on July 23 that he signed a decree to 

initiate preparations for a referendum on the 

integration of occupied Zaporizhia Oblast into 

Russia by the autumn of 2022. Balitsky 

claimed that this decree eliminated existing 

election bodies and created an entirely new 

election commission. 

Russian-backed occupation administrators 

escalated measures to further isolate 

occupied areas from the non-Russian 

information space. Occupation heads of 

Kherson and Zaporizhia oblasts announced 

on July 23 that they will start restricting the 

use of Google and YouTube in occupied areas 

in order to limit the ability of residents to search for Ukrainian websites on Google. 

Kherson occupation Head Kirill Stremousov stated that he additionally banned the use of the Viber messaging app and 

that YouTube video hosting has been slowed down. The Luhansk and Donetsk People’s Republics (LNR and DNR) blocked 

Google on July 21 and 22, respectively.  

Russian authorities are likely to keep enacting such controls on the information space in order to curb the dissemination 

of any anti-Russian messaging. 

Ukrainian forces are likely preparing to launch or have launched a counteroffensive in Kherson Oblast as of today, 

but open-source visibility on the progress and tempo of the counteroffensive will likely be limited and lag behind events. 

Ukrainian Kherson Oblast Administration Adviser Serhiy Khlan stated that Ukrainian forces have seized unspecified 

settlements in Kherson Oblast but called on Ukrainian civilians to remain silent on the progress of the counteroffensive 

until Ukrainian authorities release official statements.  

Foreign Policy National Security Reporter Jack Detsch reported yesterday that an unspecified senior US defense official 

stated that Ukrainian forces have recaptured unspecified “portions of Russian-occupied villages” in Kherson over the past 

week of July 15-22, indicating that Ukrainian forces have made some unspecified territorial advances along frontlines.  

The area between the front line and Kherson City is rural and primarily composed of small settlements that are less likely 

to report on force movements and engagements, allowing control-of-terrain in this area to change without evidence 

appearing in open-source reporting. Russian authorities additionally have no incentive to report on Ukrainian territorial 

gains. The informational dynamics that allow ISW to report on Russian offensive operations with relatively little lag are 

thus inverted in this situation.  ISW will report on the progress of any Ukrainian counteroffensives to the best of its ability 

within these constraints. 

HIMARS Effects - Upon estimates, there are between eight and 12 HIMARS currently on the battlefield in Ukraine. The 

US on July 20 announced delivery of four more following the 4th Ramstein meeting of defense ministers. An undisclosed 
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number of M270 MLRS, a similar but heavier truck-mounted system, provided by Western countries, are also already 

operational in Ukraine, according to Defense Minister Oleksiy Reznikov.  

Within just weeks, a few HIMARSs have managed to strip Russia of the majority, if not all of, its most considerable 

ammunition and fuel depots in Donbas and Ukraine’s occupied south.  

With almost every nightfall, videos of massive detonations at Russian depots in Kherson Oblast or Donbas pop up on 

social media. 

It’s been nearly a month since US-provided High Mobility Artillery Rocket System, or HIMARS, had their long-awaited 

debut in Ukraine, but their combat record is already extensive.  

Using all the heavy and long-range weaponry available to it, including HIMARS, Ukraine began a campaign that has 

destroyed dozens of significant fuel and munition depots in occupied parts of Ukraine, jeopardizing Russian logistics, vital 

supplies, and artillery power.  

Ukraine’s military then moved on to using rockets against Russian-controlled airfields, bridges, and transportation points. 

Now, HIMARS are also directly challenging Russia's air defenses, wiping out expensive advanced radars far behind the 

front lines.  

Contrary to its propagandistic bravado, the Russian military has appeared helpless — or at least very vulnerable — to the 

dozen or so U.S.-provided HIMARS striking the very essence of Russia’s military advantage over Ukraine, becoming an 

important factor in the war.  

And as the latest month of hostilities demonstrates, there’s little Russia can do about it.  

Its own systemic flaws, outdated tactics, lack of initiative, and previous failures in the war leave it few chances to confront 

the American weapons now in Ukrainian hands. 

The inception of HIMARS has allowed Ukraine to make use of its old Soviet Tochka-U ballistic missiles, which had been 

stashed away by the Ukrainian military due to a lack of heavy weaponry. Now that Ukraine has HIMARS, it can afford to 

use Tochka-U more often. 

Tochka-U systems have an effective range of up to 100 kilometers and are more powerful than HIMARS, but far less 

precise and much easier to intercept. The Tochkas and HIMARS are spearheading the ongoing campaign to strike deep 

inside the Russian-held rear.  

As part of their expanding hit list, HIMARS were reportedly used to target Russia's 20th Motorized Infantry Brigade 

headquarters, with the brigade commander Colonel Aleksey Gorobets and two other senior commanders killed July 12.  

The rockets have also successfully targeted a Repellent-1 on July 18 in Nova Kakhovka and a Podlet K1 in Lazurne, critical 

Russian air defense radars in Kherson Oblast. Moreover, HIMARS were used in a series of strikes upon the Antonivsky 

Bridge near Kherson, which rendered a key Russian supply line temporarily unusable on July 20. 

Russia appears incapable of quickly de-concentrating its depots, which could save its munitions in the occupied parts of 

Ukraine. The Russian military has held on to the outdated Soviet approach of having a hyper-centralized command and 

control system that doesn’t allow for much initiative from medium- and low-rank leaders.  

When it comes to ammunition handling, the Russian military is still very dependent on manual labor as soldiers have to 

load and unload thousands of ammo bundles as they arrive. Russian logistics still fall short of effective communications 

and automatization, lacking working hands and competent mid-level commanders to cope with a much more 

complicated depot network.  
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Moreover, Russian supply lines depend on railway communications, which inevitably keeps them bound to railway 

stations and junctions. Russian military bloggers have admitted that switching to a more flexible system would take 

months or even years, which is not a viable solution during the ongoing war. 

Russians could make their depots safer by relocating them farther away from the front line.  

The high-precision M30/M31 GMLRS rockets used by Ukrainian HIMARS have an effective range of some 85 kilometers. 

Therefore, locating their depots beyond this dangerous effective range would be the answer to the problem. But by 

pulling them back, Russia is also greatly complicating its already very problematic logistics. (Ukraine saw similar advantage 

and effect in the Black Sea when it forced Russia to withdraw its fleet back beyond the effective range of newly-received 

UK anti-ship missiles, effectively forcing Russia to abandon Snake Island in the process). 

Russian trucks would have to make it 90 or 100, or even 120 kilometers, to bring supplies to frontline units from dumps 

instead of the more usual 20 or 30 kilometers. This would take much more time, fuel, and even more manual labor.  

According to standard practice, a truck could complete just one round trip daily between a frontline unit and a supply 

depot located beyond the HIMARS effective range 90 kilometers away from the front line. Withdrawing to new loading 

areas at safe railroad centers in southern Ukraine would render Russian delivery time between one and a half to two 

times slower than usual. (Ukraine is shortly to receive further long-range artillery from the UK and EU, the 300-kilometer 

ATACMS missile, and the situation will become even more complicated for Russia, pushing supply lines much further 

away from the front). 

But Russia’s military keeps running short of trucks, and truck drivers were killed in huge numbers during Russia’s early 

offensive deep inside Ukraine. According to the open source project Oryx documenting Russian war losses, the Russian 

military has lost at least 1,254 supply trucks and fuel tankers. 

Even if they are eventually relocated farther away from the front line, Russian depots would still be threatened by 

Ukrainian Tochka-U missiles, which have already swept off some of Russia’s most giant ammo dumps in Donbas, such as 

the one in the city of Khrustalniy (formerly Krasniy Luch) in Luhansk Oblast on June 18.  

HIMARS is indeed a challenging target for today’s Russian military. Fast and very mobile, they take their positions deeper 

in the Ukrainian-controlled rear, where Russia still has a rather weak situational awareness and where they are very hard 

to spot and kill immediately, even with high-precision weapons. According to experts polled by the Kyiv Independent, the 

only realistic chance for Russia to destroy the HIMARS is to strike when a Ukrainian crew fails to leave its position quickly, 

or when it exposes its location. 

The Russian air force could also be a serious threat. But as these last months of war have demonstrated, Russian attack 

aircraft have been cautious about going any deeper into Ukrainian-controlled territory, mainly due to strong air defense 

and the abundance of man-portable anti-aircraft systems (MANPADS), including those provided by the West.  

Even advanced Russian air defense systems find it hard or impossible to intercept incoming HIMARS rockets.  

Russia’s much-advertised S-400 or Pantsir-S1 air defense systems, which have been deployed in occupied Ukraine, have 

not been effective at stopping them over the last few weeks. Russia’s S-300 or S-400 systems are supposed to be able to 

successfully intercept medium- and long-range aerodynamic (cruise missiles) or ballistic targets. 

But the problem is that HIMARS’ rockets are very hard to notice on time.  

HIMARS M30/M31 GMLRS rockets strike their targets at the speed of Mach 2.5, or nearly 3,062.6 kilometers per hour. 

Therefore, when they have to reach a target 80 kilometers away, they spend some 94 seconds in the air before they hit 

their target. But they also fly at altitudes far lower than any cruise or ballistic missile, giving Russian air defense little time 

to notice them and react.  
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This means Ukrainian-operated HIMARSs continue delivering strikes anywhere they can reach.  

Especially when the Ukrainian military overcharges Russian air defenses with barrages of Tochka-U, Uragan, or Smerch 

rounds — and then shoots a full salvo of HIMARS to get a guaranteed hit. 

Impacts 

Russian aggression in Ukraine may prompt Japan and South Korea to abandon nuclear non-proliferation 

The war in Ukraine called into question many of the fundamental pillars of the international order. The European security 

system that has developed since the dissolution of the Soviet Union and the Warsaw Pact has received a shattering blow. 

A war of aggression by a major power intent to destroy a neighboring state and annex significant territories has broken 

with major taboos, not to mention international law. 

Apart from the obvious tragedy for the people of Ukraine, another potential casualty is the nuclear nonproliferation 

system which has existed since 1970. Putin’s blatant breach of the Budapest Memorandum, signed in 1994 by Russia, the 

UK and US relating to the accession of Belarus, Kazakhstan and Ukraine to the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty (NPT), has 

upended security guarantees in Europe. 

The memorandum was an assurance of territorial integrity for Ukraine after it agreed to dismantle the large nuclear 

arsenal that remained on its territory after the breakup of the Soviet Union. By signing the memorandum, Russia – along 

with the US and the UK – agreed not to threaten Ukraine, Belarus and Kazakhstan with military force or economic 

coercion. This has proved to be worthless. 

And there’s the danger. If we now live in a world where major powers are fully prepared to embark on a full-scale war to 

achieve their territorial ambitions, then the assumptions of the NPT, according to which non-nuclear states can rely on 

the security assurances from the major powers, may no longer be valid. Many countries may think it prudent to go nuclear 

to avoid Ukraine’s fate. 

Anxiety in Asia 

This doesn’t stop in Europe. Allies of the US in Asia are wondering the extent to which the principle of “extended 

deterrence” (the protection afforded by America’s nuclear umbrella) is still viable. China’s increasingly aggressive pursuit 

of its foreign policy aims in recent years has been a major concern for Taiwan, where many question Washington’s policy 

of “strategic ambiguity” about how and to what extent the US would support the country. 

China’s activities in the South China Sea, where it pursues its claims on maritime territories not accepted in international 

law, have also raised major concerns throughout the region.  

Japan and China have been at loggerheads for some years over a number of disputed territories including the 

Senkaku/Diaoyu islands. 

A nuclear South Korea? 

There is increasing support within South Korea for the development of its own nuclear deterrent. A survey taken earlier 

this year found that 71% approved of South Korea going nuclear. This was in line with similar polls over recent years. 

While the new South Korean government led by Yoon Suk-yeoul does not endorse such a policy and remains committed 

to the US-ROK alliance, there have been persistent voices in South Korea supporting a shift towards nuclear self-reliance. 

There is also considerable pressure in Japan to abandon the post-war “Peace Constitution” which banned the country 

from maintaining anything stronger than a self-defense force – and the country recently doubled its military budget. 

Japan has the technological capacity to develop nuclear weapons quickly – but the experience of US atomic attacks during 

the second world war remain a powerful restraint. 
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In March 2022 the late prime minister, Shinzo Abe, called for US nuclear weapons to be based on Japanese territory, 

presumably to deter both China and North Korea. This – predictably enough – provoked an angry reaction from Beijing, 

which asked Japan to “reflect on its history.” 

Fragile security 

For now, the US nuclear guarantee remains credible in the eyes of its Asian partners and the strategic situation on the 

Korean peninsula remains stable – despite the wrangling already described. It’s a very different situation from what is 

happening in Ukraine. The US already has forces on the Korean peninsula and is committed to South Korea’s defence. 

North Korea is much more vulnerable than the US under any nuclear war scenario. If Pyongyang ever launched a nuclear 

strike, it would risk rapid and complete obliteration. 

An obvious way to address the extended deterrence problem would be to redeploy US nuclear forces in South Korea, 

similar to Abe’s suggestion for Japan. That would considerably enhance the credibility of a US security guarantee and 

would complicate China’s calculations, even with respect to Taiwan – despite all the noises from Beijing about 

reunification. 

But South Korea faces the European dilemma – which is that the more credible its own capabilities become, the less the 

US will feel the need to commit its resources. While South Korea’s conventional capabilities are more than a match for 

the North Korean army and its obsolete equipment, it has no answer to the North’s weapons of mass destruction. So far 

South Korea seems to have struck a sensible balance – going nuclear could upend all of that as it may cause Washington 

to withdraw entirely. 

It seems that despite the flagrant violations of the security assurances by Russia and the increasing capabilities of the 

North Korean nuclear arsenal, the commitment to the NPT remains firm. But this could change if the security environment 

in Europe and Asia continues to deteriorate, and Russia and China become increasingly perceived as a serious and realistic 

military threats. 

If the reliability of the US as a security guarantor is weakened it could result in a fatal erosion of the assumptions of the 

NPT. This would make the pressure for indigenous nuclear arsenals – both in Asia and the Middle East – irresistible. This 

is something the “Great Powers” have taken pains to prevent since 1945. (The Conversation). 

Peace talks 

Zelenskyy Says No Ceasefire Without Recovering Land Lost to Russia - Ukrainian President Zelenskyy said a 

ceasefire with Russia without reclaiming lost territories would only prolong the war, according to an interview with the 

Wall Street Journal on Friday. 

He warned that a ceasefire that allows Russia to keep Ukrainian territories seized since the invasion in February would 

only encourage an even wider conflict, giving Moscow an opportunity to replenish and rearm for the next round. 

Grain exports 

What The Grain Deal To End Russia’s Blockade Will And Will Not Include - Beyond what stipulations are laid 

out in Istanbul, the resolution to the crisis in food supplies will only be seen once implementation begins. Outside 

enforcement is next to impossible and Russia has reversed course on promises made in the past — and knows that 

commerce is always a potential weapon of war if deemed necessary. 

Still, as with prisoner exchanges, any step taken to move Kyiv and Moscow toward a compromise can help lay the 

groundwork for future agreements. A truce to end the fighting though still appears very far away. 
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A member of the Ukrainian delegation in the grain export negotiations says three Ukrainian ports will be included in the 

agreement on exporting agricultural produce through agreed corridors in the Black Sea. 

Sanctions 

Lithuania Lifts Ban on Rail Transport of Goods Into Russian Exclave -Agencies - The Baltic state of Lithuania 

has lifted a ban on the rail transport of sanctioned goods into and out of the Russian territory of Kaliningrad, Russia's RIA 

news agency said on Friday. 

The European Union last week said the transit ban only affected road, not rail, transit, and Lithuania should therefore 

allow Russia to ship concrete, wood and alcohol across EU territory to the exclave. 

Containment 

The US military now seems open to gifting Ukraine new fighter jets, but what type? - Since March, Ukraine 

has been pleading for Western fighter jets that could eventually replace the aging, worn-down MiG-29s and Su-27s that 

have been lost in combat. Now, it finally appears that the US Air Force may be willing to transfer some of its unused jets 

and begin training Ukrainian pilots. 

The US and its NATO allies are beginning to examine whether to potentially train Ukrainian air force pilots, Air Force Chief 

of Staff Gen. CQ Brown told Reuters ahead of the Aspen Security Forum. 

“You want to build a long-term plan on how do you build their air force and the air force that they’re going to need for 

the future,” he said. During the event, Brown added that Ukraine’s future combat aircraft would be “something non-

Russian,” and while it could be a US-made platform, it could also be an aircraft made by one of Europe’s fighter 

manufacturers. 

“There’s US[-made aircraft]. There’s Grippen out of Sweden, there’s the Eurofighter, there’s the Rafale [from France],” 

he said. “There’s a number of different platforms that could go to Ukraine.” 

Later that afternoon, Air Force Secretary Frank Kendall was asked a related question at the forum: If the US Air Force is 

allowed to divest some of its A-10 Warthog ground attack planes, would it be open to transferring them to the Ukrainian 

air force? 

“That’s largely up to Ukraine,” Kendall said. “There are a number of international opportunities that are possible there. 

Older US systems are a possibility. And so as Ukraine… tries to sort out what its future will be longer term, we’ll be open 

to discussions with them about what their requirements are and how we might be able to satisfy them, but there are a 

number of possibilities.” 

Ultimately, the decision to send combat aircraft to Ukraine rests with the White House, which has previously rebuffed 

the idea. However, Kendall and Brown’s comments represent a massive shift in tone for Air Force leadership, which has 

previously shown little support for calls from US lawmakers and Ukrainian military officials to consider providing US 

aircraft to Ukraine and could potentially signal that the White House is also becoming more amenable to the proposition. 

In March, after several former US officials wrote op-eds calling for the Air Force to hand its A-10s to Ukraine, Kendall told 

Breaking Defense, “I’m not aware of any current plan, or even any discussion of a current plan to field or provide A-10s 

to the Ukrainians.” Brown later added that he was also unaware of discussions on transferring the A-10 to Ukraine, 

seemingly ending the matter. 
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While the A-10 now appears a viable choice for Ukraine, the F-16C/D may be a better option due to the speed at which 

it can be adopted, said John Venable, a former F-16 pilot currently with the Heritage Foundation. The US Air Force is 

currently in the process of getting rid of 47 F-16C/Ds, a proposal approved by Congress as part of the fiscal 2022 budget. 

That means excess flyable F-16s would soon be available for Ukraine, in contrast to other options that could take longer, 

such as reviving old aircraft from the boneyard at Davis-Monthan Air Force Base that would need to be put back into 

flying condition or waiting for the 21 A-10s that will likely be retired once the FY23 defense policy bill is approved. 

Geopolitics 

Iran Can’t Afford for Russia to Lose in Ukraine - Russia and Iran have often been at odds with each other, and 

there are important differences between them now. But since the onset of Putin’s war in Ukraine, the Russian-Iranian 

relationship has grown closer than it has ever been before. That’s been true even as Putin’s policies have actually 

damaged Iran, as illustrated by Putin’s friendly meeting with Ayatollah Ali Khamenei in Iran on Tuesday. 

Tehran’s decision to associate itself so closely with the Russian war effort in Ukraine when it doesn’t have to may seem 

puzzling. But despite the serious problems that Putin’s invasion of Ukraine have caused for Iran, especially the loss of oil 

export revenue due to Moscow’s aggressive price discounting as well as the grain shortage, Tehran’s growing support for 

the Russian war effort makes sense. Simply put: Tehran cannot afford for Putin to lose in Ukraine. 

Over the past two centuries, Russia has often gotten the better of Iran. The Tsars took territory from Persia. Both the 

Tsars and the Soviets occupied parts of Iran at times. The Soviets promoted secession in northwestern Iran, and Moscow 

supported Iraq during the brutal Iran-Iraq War of 1980-88.  

More recently, Putin has annoyed Iran by developing good relations with Tehran’s Gulf Arab and Israeli opponents. And 

since the beginning of Putin’s invasion of Ukraine, Moscow has hurt Tehran by selling sanctioned Russian oil at an even 

steeper discount than Tehran had been selling its. The war has also contributed to food shortages in Iran. 

Shortly after the 1979 Iranian Revolution, Ayatollah Khomeini declared that the Islamic Republic would pursue a policy 

of “neither East nor West.” Despite more recent Russian-Iranian cooperation, especially in Syria, Iranian Foreign Minister 

Hossein Amirabdollahian repeated a similar formula in January 2022, just prior to the Russian invasion of Ukraine.  

But when Putin recently visited Tehran, Iranian Supreme Leader Ayatollah Khamenei firmly endorsed the Russian war 

effort in Ukraine. U.S. government sources have said that Iran is not only about to sell drones to Russia but will provide 

training on how to use them too. 

If Russia were weakened as a result either of defeat in Ukraine or a prolonged stalemate, it would likely no longer be able 

to remain as strongly involved in Syria as it has been since it began intervening in 2015. Without Russian air support, 

Iranian and Hezbollah forces would have a much more difficult time dealing with the internal opponents to Syrian 

President Bashar al-Assad. The prospect of Russia leaving might well revitalize those opponents. Iran and its allies might 

also face difficulties dealing with a Turkey that is only likely to become more assertive in Syria if Russia becomes less so. 

A weakened Russia no longer willing and able to play an active role in the Middle East may give rise to a situation like the 

1990s when the U.S. was the strongest external actor, especially if China continues to avoid military involvement in the 

region’s conflicts. Nor will a weakened Russia be able to invest $40 billion in the Iranian energy sector as was recently 

announced or be able to do much else for Iran. A weakened Russia, in short, is not in Tehran’s interests. 

And what are Russia’s interests with regard to Iran? Tehran’s continued willingness to cooperate with Moscow despite 

the problems Iran has experienced as a result of the Russian invasion of Ukraine has been a godsend for Putin. Many in 

the West believe that however much their anti-Western interests unite Russia and Iran, Russia shares with the U.S. and 

both its Western and Middle Eastern allies an interest in seeing that Iran does not acquire nuclear weapons.  
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But this is not necessarily the case. While the U.S. and some of its Middle Eastern allies see a nuclear-armed Iran as a 

“worst case scenario,” Moscow sees the prospect of a pro-Western Iranian government as a far worse one for Russia.  

The prospect of this occurring may seem quite remote in Washington, but it must be remembered that Putin is paranoid 

about the possibility of “color revolutions.” He sees the U.S. as constantly trying to orchestrate them against Russia and 

governments friendly to it, like Ukraine was before its 2005 and 2014 democratic revolutions. Besides, a nuclear-armed 

Iran is hardly likely to target Russia. 

While it is true that Moscow has backed the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action, as the 2015 Iranian nuclear accord is 

formally known, it did so because Tehran wanted this agreement in order to obtain sanctions relief. Russia, though, will 

not harm its relations with Tehran by acting strenuously to prevent it from acquiring nuclear weapons if that is what Iran 

decides to do. Putin might even welcome a conflict between the U.S. and Iran over the nuclear issue since U.S. military 

resources spent on fighting Iran will not be available for Washington to give to Ukraine. 

Both Putin and the ayatollah are counting on each other to continue pursuing anti-Western policies. Neither side seems 

likely to be disappointed. 

Geomilitary (our term) 

FBI investigation determined Chinese-made Huawei equipment could disrupt US nuclear arsenal 

communications - On paper, it looked like a fantastic deal. In 2017, China was offering to spend $100 million to build an 

ornate Chinese garden at the National Arboretum in Washington DC. Complete with temples, pavilions and a 70-foot 

white pagoda, the project thrilled local officials, who hoped it would attract thousands of tourists every year.       

But when US counterintelligence officials began digging into the details, they found numerous red flags. The pagoda, they 

noted, would have been strategically placed on one of the highest points in Washington DC, just two miles from the US 

Capitol, a perfect spot for signals intelligence collection, multiple sources familiar with the episode told CNN.   

Also alarming was that Chinese officials wanted to build the pagoda with materials shipped to the US in diplomatic 

pouches, which US Customs officials are barred from examining, the sources said.     

Federal officials quietly killed the project before construction was underway.       

The canceled garden is part of a frenzy of counterintelligence activity by the FBI and other federal agencies focused on 

what career US security officials say has been a dramatic escalation of Chinese espionage on US soil over the past 

decade.      

Since at least 2017, federal officials have investigated Chinese land purchases near critical infrastructure, shut down a 

high-profile regional consulate believed by the US government to be a hotbed of Chinese spies and stonewalled what 

they saw as clear efforts to plant listening devices near sensitive military and government facilities.  

Among the most alarming things the FBI uncovered pertains to Chinese-made Huawei equipment atop cell towers near 

US military bases in the rural Midwest. According to multiple sources familiar with the matter, the FBI determined the 

equipment was capable of capturing and disrupting highly restricted Defense Department communications, including 

those used by US Strategic Command, which oversees the country's nuclear weapons. 

While broad concerns about Huawei equipment near US military installations have been well known, the existence of 

this investigation and its findings have never been reported. Its origins stretch back to at least the Obama administration. 

It was described to CNN by more than a dozen sources, including current and former national security officials, all of 

whom spoke on condition of anonymity because they were not authorized to speak publicly.   
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It's unclear if the intelligence community determined whether any data was actually intercepted and sent back to Beijing 

from these towers. Sources familiar with the issue say that from a technical standpoint, it's incredibly difficult to prove a 

given package of data was stolen and sent overseas.    

The Chinese government strongly denies any efforts to spy on the US. Huawei in a statement to CNN also denied that its 

equipment is capable of operating in any communications spectrum allocated to the Defense Department.  

But multiple sources familiar with the investigation tell CNN that there's no question the Huawei equipment has the 

ability to intercept not only commercial cell traffic but also the highly restricted airwaves used by the military and disrupt 

critical US Strategic Command communications, giving the Chinese government a potential window into America's 

nuclear arsenal.   

"This gets into some of the most sensitive things we do," said one former FBI official with knowledge of the investigation. 

"It would impact our ability for essentially command and control with the nuclear triad. "That goes into the 'BFD' 

category."       

"If it is possible for that to be disrupted, then that is a very bad day," this person added.    

Turning doves into hawks 

Former officials described the probe's findings as a watershed moment. The investigation was so secret that some senior 

policymakers in the White House and elsewhere in government weren't briefed on its existence until 2019, according to 

two sources familiar with the matter.       

That fall, the Federal Communications Commission initiated a rule that effectively banned small telecoms from using 

Huawei and a few other brands of Chinese made-equipment. "The existence of the investigation at the highest levels 

turned some doves into hawks," said one former US official.      

In 2020, Congress approved $1.9 billion to remove Chinese-made Huawei and ZTE cellular technology across wide swaths 

of rural America.        

But two years later, none of that equipment has been removed and rural telecom companies are still waiting for federal 

reimbursement money. The FCC received applications to remove some 24,000 pieces of Chinese-made communications 

equipment—but according to a July 15 update from the commission, it is more than $3 billion short of the money it needs 

to reimburse all eligible companies. 

Chinese tech in the American heartland 

As early as the Obama administration, FBI agents were monitoring a disturbing pattern along stretches of Interstate 25 

in Colorado and Montana, and on arteries into Nebraska. The heavily trafficked corridor connects some of the most 

secretive military installations in the US, including an archipelago of nuclear missile silos.         

For years, small, rural telecom providers had been installing cheaper, Chinese-made routers and other technology atop 

cell towers up and down I-25 and elsewhere in the region. Across much of these sparsely populated swaths of the west, 

these smaller carriers are the only option for cell coverage. And many of them turned to Huawei for cheaper, reliable 

equipment.         

Beginning in late 2011, Viaero, the largest regional provider in the area, inked a contract with Huawei to provide the 

equipment for its upgrade to 3G. A decade later, it has Huawei tech installed across its entire fleet of towers, roughly 

1,000 spread over five western states.   
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As Huawei equipment began to 

proliferate near US military bases, 

federal investigators started taking 

notice, sources familiar with the matter 

told CNN. Of particular concern was that 

Huawei was routinely selling cheap 

equipment to rural providers in cases 

that appeared to be unprofitable for 

Huawei — but which placed its 

equipment near military assets.   

Federal investigators initially began 

"examining [Huawei] less from a 

technical lens and more from a 

business/financial view," explained John 

Lenkart, a former senior FBI agent focused on counterintelligence issues related to China. Officials studied where Huawei 

sales efforts were most concentrated and looked for deals that "made no sense from a return-on-investment 

perspective," Lenkart said.     

"A lot of [counterintelligence] concerns were uncovered based on" those searches, Lenkart said.    

By examining the Huawei equipment themselves, FBI investigators determined it could recognize and disrupt DOD-

spectrum communications — even though it had been certified by the FCC, according to a source familiar with the 

investigation.   

Weather camera worries  

Around 2014, Viaero started mounting high-definition surveillance cameras on its towers to live-stream weather and 

traffic, a public service it shared with local news organizations. With dozens of cameras posted up and down I-25, the 

cameras provided a 24-7 bird's eye view of traffic and incoming weather, even providing advance warning of tornadoes.     

But they were also inadvertently capturing the movement of US military equipment and personnel, giving Beijing — or 

anyone for that matter — the ability to track the pattern of activity between a series of closely guarded military facilities.   

The intelligence community determined the publicly posted live-streams were being viewed and likely captured from 

China, according to three sources familiar with the matter. Two sources briefed on the investigation at the time said 

officials believed that it was possible for Beijing's intelligence service to "task" the cameras — hack into the network and 

control where they pointed. At least some of the cameras in question were running on Huawei networks.     

Comment - China has a cultural policy of using an enemy’s weaknesses to its advantage. It encourages theft of 

information and technology for example and has no qualms surrounding providing information and data obtained by foul 

means (foul in our Western cultural reserves) to Chinese manufacturers and designers. All in the interest of furthering 

Chinese advancement  

Reading “The Hundred-Year Marathon” by Micael Pillsbury, China has an age-old approach called “shi” for which there is 

no known Western interpretation, but which largely speaks to the above approach. 

Chinese students are taught lessons of the “Warring States” period most of which derive from the Stratagems, 

considered a manual for statecraft. China’s modern military scholars and political philosophers hark back to this time in 

Chinese history more than any other. 
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The Marathon strategy that China’s leaders are pursuing today – and have been for decades – is largely the product of 

lessons derived from the Warring States period by Chinese hawks. 

The nine principle elements of Chinese strategy, which form the basis of their Hundred-Year-Marathon, include the 

following 

1. Induce complacency to avoid alerting your opponent 

2. Manipulate your opponent’s advisers 

3. Be patient – for decades, or longer – to achieve victory 

4. Steal your opponent’s ideas and technology for strategic purposes 

5. Military might is not the critical factor for winning a long-term competition 

6. Recognize that the hegemon will take extreme, even reckless action to maintain its dominant position 

7. Never lose sight of shi 

8. Establish and employ metrics for measuring your status relevant to other potential challengers 

9. Always be vigilant to avoid being encircled or deceived 

Because it embraces mercantilism, China is wary that trade and markets will always provide sufficient access to needed 

resources. China’s leaders have an almost paranoid fear of a coming crisis leading to regional or global resource scarcity. 

As a result, they are determined to obtain ownership or direct control of valuable natural resources overseas – just as 

Europe’s mercantilist monarchs attempted to do so by colonizing the New World in the 16th and 17th centuries. This is 

one of the many lessons learned and taught in the Stratagems. 

This is why the BRI (Belt and Road Initiative) is so central to Chinese plans. They tie in states where natural resources, 

strategic locations and future markets are to be had. All contracts where China advances financing to these states includes 

clauses where strategic resources and transportation assets revert to China should the state default on its dues. 

Similarly. China will not be slow to capitalize on what they observe as an American weakness – its free society, the 

freedom to trade and invest and its legal system where conflicts and disputes can be dragged out for decades and 

confused by framing of the allegation charges. 

The Chinese strategy has always been to foreswear development of global power projection forces and to maintain a 

curiously small arsenal of nuclear warheads, perhaps numbering fewer than three hundred. Instead of trying to match 

America plane for plane and ship for ship, China has invested heavily in asymmetric systems designed to get the biggest 

bang for their buck. 

They have pioneered antisatellite technology, developed the means to counter stealth bombers, invested heavily in cyber 

intrusion, and built missiles costing a few million dollars that can sink a $4 billion American aircraft carriers. The missile 

price is so low – and the capability so high – because the missile may have been based on stolen American technology.  

Europe controls Russia’s access to the sea(s) - Russia’s access to the world’s oceans, aside from the Arctic, is also 

limited. What access it does have is blocked by other countries, which can be seen through this map. 

 

European Russia has three potential points from which to access global maritime trade. One is through the Black Sea and 

the Bosporus, a narrow waterway controlled by Turkey that can easily be closed to Russia. Another is from St. Petersburg, 

where ships can sail through Danish waters, but this passageway can also be easily blocked. The third is the long Arctic 

Ocean route, starting from Murmansk and then extending through the gaps between Greenland, Iceland, and the United 

Kingdom. 
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During the Cold War, air bases in Norway, Scotland, 

and Iceland, coupled with carrier battle groups, 

worked to deny Russia access to the sea. This 

demonstrates the vulnerability Russia faces due to 

its lack of access to oceans and waterways. 

It also reveals why Russia is, for all intents and 

purposes, a landlocked country. 

A country’s access to the sea can greatly influence 

its economic and political strength. 

Russia continues to lack a warm-water port for 

quick ocean access. 

Aside from the Arctic, they need to navigate past 

NATO and US bases in order to exit their (Russian) 

ports. 

This places them at a distinct disadvantage, given 

the dangers posed by “enemy” positions as well as the time taken to reach open seas. 

All channels are closely monitored by NATO and Western military satellites, coupled with ocean monitors across all major 

sea routes. 

 

 


